
A preview of the DGiT research 



I want to share two things with you today … 

1. A general overview of the DGiT research results 
 
  

2. Some examples of how you can use the research 
 
  



Before we get to the general overview, just a few details so you know what the 
results are based on 

6,000 online interviews with New Zealanders aged 18+ 

All interviewing done in September 2016 

Sample structured to be representative of the  
New Zealand population by age, gender, and region 



Most of the DGiT is focused on the future, but we did ask people how many 
trips they had taken in the last year  

Overnight trips 
 

17,403,000 
Away from home for at least one night and 

went for leisure reasons 

Day trips 
 

27,565,000 
Away from home for at least five hours, and went 

primarily for leisure reasons to do one of the following: 
went to a tourist attraction or activity (e.g., museum, 

theme park, zoo), attended a special public event such as 
a festival or exhibition, day out at beauty or health spa, a 

general day out to explore an area 

 



New Zealanders are more predisposed to visiting some regions – which means some regions 
need to work harder to generate visits 

For a short break 
(2 to 3 nights) 

For a long break 
(5+ nights) 

High interest Low interest 



There are clear differences when you look to see where the interest in each 
area comes from 

Origination of those 
interested in Wellington 
 

Origination of those 
interested in Central 
Otago 

High interest Low interest 



And these are the regions which really appeal to people but travel to them is a 
major barrier 

Areas which appeal  
(2 to 3 nights) 

For a long break 
(5+ nights) 

High interest Low interest 



Visiting friends and relatives is the most common motivation for domestic travel 
– but there are many other motivations as well 

Discover or learn 
about history  

or heritage  

Discover or learn 
or understand 
about Māori 

culture or history  

Discover new 
things or places  

Wellness of mind, 
body, or spirit  

Visit friends, family  Really connect and 
share time with the 

friends, family you’re 
travelling with  

Romance with  
partner  

Adventure or  
challenge  

Explore the  
outdoors  

Relax or escape  
from daily stress  

Indulge in luxury  
or reward self  

Experience 
rustic, laid-
back, real  

New Zealand  

See or 
participate in a 
special event  

5% 2% 20% 6% 34% 22% 

14% 6% 14% 25% 9% 9% 16% 

Base: Overnight trips 



The three activities New Zealanders are most interested in on a domestic 
holiday are beaches, shopping, and wine/food in restaurants 

Base: Overnight trips 

4% 

5% 

5% 

6% 

6% 

7% 

7% 

7% 

8% 

8% 

8% 

9% 

9% 

10% 

11% 

12% 

13% 

13% 

13% 

13% 

14% 

18% 

18% 

19% 

19% 

21% 

25% 

27% 

37% 

Farm or orchard

A bar or nightclub

Health spa or day spa

Photography

Other exhibition / Expo

Skiing, snowboarding or other snow sport

Gondola / cable car / tram ride

A play / drama

Cycle trails (NZ cycle trail)

Scenic boat trip

Food and/or wine event

Salt-water fishing

Garden visit or flower show

Theme park or leisure park

Wildlife in their natural environment (e.g., penguins, whale…

Swimming / surfing

Hike, trek or tramp

Other natural attraction (e.g., mountain, lake, river etc.)

A national park

Vineyard / wine trail

Watching a sport

A live performance of music

A public museum or art gallery

Zoo or wildlife park

Hot pools

Walking

Food and/or wine (restaurants)

Shopping

A beach

0% 
1% 
1% 
1% 
1% 
1% 
1% 
1% 
1% 
1% 
1% 
1% 
1% 
2% 
2% 
2% 
2% 
2% 
3% 
3% 
3% 
3% 
3% 
3% 
3% 
3% 
3% 
3% 
4% 
4% 
4% 
4% 
4% 

Experience a Maori tradition, such as story-telling

Yachting/sailing

Other water activity such as water-skiing

Bungy jumping or canyon swing

Road cycling

Air activities such as paragliding, hang gliding, ballooning, skydiving

A live Maori performance

Visit a Maori marae

See Maori artefacts, art or crafts in an exhibition

See Maori art or crafts being created

Eat Maori traditional food

Some other activity associated with Maori culture

Mountain climbing, rock climbing, abseiling, caving

Quad biking, 4WD vehicle tour

Hunting

Other important building or site

Jet-boating

A place that is significant to Maori, such as a landmark, remains of a…

A marine park or marine reserve

A film location

Scenic flight

Scuba diving or snorkelling

Extreme ride e.g. Luge, fly-by-wire

Horse riding / horse trekking

A casino

A live performance of dance

Environmental or conservation activity

Rafting, canoeing, kayaking

Fresh-water fishing

A glacier e.g. Fox or Franz Josef

Mountain biking

Participating in a team or individual sport (e.g., marathon, cycle race)

Playing golf



There are three main groups of triggers for domestic tourism – things that 
move people from thinking about it to actually booking 

46% 

41% 

31% 
29% 

16% 

23% 
21% 

12% 

Specific friends and
relatives event

General friends
and relatives get

together

Specials or cheap
deals on

accommodation

Specials or cheap
deals on travel

Specials or cheap
deals on activities

Attending a specific
event to watch

Seeing or hearing
about something
you would like to

do

Participating in a
specific event or

show

Base: Overnight trips 



People are more likely to use general tourism sites for planning domestic travel 
than they are to use specific regional ones  

26% 

15% 
17% 

5% 

29% 

6% 6% 

18% 

2% 
4% 

13% 

6% 

Trip Advisor AA Regional  
tourism sites 

Book Me Online 
travel agent 

DOC Ticketmaster Airline NewZealand
.com 

Travel  
blogs 

What’s on… 
e.g. What’s on 

 Wellington 

Facebook 

Base: Overnight trips 



Examples of how you could use the 
research 



Imagine you’re Wellington and you want to attract people for a weekend in 
winter  

First thing you’d do with DGiT is define what you’re 
interested in … this is how I did it 

Destination Wellington (think it is easy to get to and are interested in it) 

Time of year Willing to travel in winter 

Type of holiday Short break with kids, short break without kids 

Type of accommodation Hotel, motel, serviced apartment  



The initial DGiT analysis would tell us people are most interested in shopping and food/wine 
at restaurants 

11% 

11% 

11% 

13% 

14% 

15% 

15% 

18% 

18% 

21% 

24% 

28% 

28% 

36% 

39% 

Play/drama

Trek or tramp

Wine/food event

Hot pools

Other natural attraction

National park

Walking

Zoo or wildlife park

Vineyard/wine trail

Watching a sport

Museum or gallery

Beach

Live music

Food/wine at restaurants

Shopping

Preferred activities 



Let’s say we decided to focus on attracting people for a shopping and wine/food weekend … we 
can add another filter to help us understand these people more 

Time of year 

Destination Wellington (think it is easy to get to and are interested in it) 

Willing to travel in winter 

Type of holiday Short break with kids, short break without kids 

Type of accommodation Hotel, motel, serviced apartment  

Activities interested in Shopping, wine/food at restaurants 



DGiT would tell us there is a decent sized market, they are predominately 
middle aged and plan a 1 to 3 months ahead  

Potential number of trips per year Demographic profile 

80% 

20% 

Adults only Adults and
children

Travelling with 

324,000 
51% 49% 

Male Female 17% 

31% 

34% 

18% 

65+

50-64

35-49

18-34

Overnight trips are taken by people interested in 
Wellington, willing to travel in winter, and who want 

to shop or a wine/food experience 

Travelling by How far in advance decide to go?  

11% 
17% 

27% 
36% 

6% 4% 

1 wk or
less

2 wks 1 mth 2 or 3
mths

4 or 5
mths

6 or more
mths

40% 

60% 

Road Air



DGiT also tells us where people would come from and that the opportunity to see or 
participate in a special event is an important motivation 

Motivations Where do they come from? 

22% 

23% 

25% 

44% Visit friends and family 

See or participate in a special event 

Really connect with the friends and 
family you're travelling with 

Indulge or reward self 



DGiT tells that cheap deals on travel is a great way to get people to actually 
book 

Triggers Media – reaching them to help them decide to go 

Specific friends and family event – 55% 

Cost of accommodation – 30% 

Cheap deals on travel – 54% 

53% 

38% 
33% 

27% 24% 

13% 12% 

Facebook Pay TV Outdoor Radio Non-pay TV YouTube Snapchat

72% 

45% 39% 34% 
23% 

15% 

Google Online travel
agent

Airline Trip Advisor What's on Regional
tourism sites

Media – converting them when they are planning Barriers 

Cheap deals on accommodation – 35% 

Attending a special event – 31% 

Cost of travel – 41% 

Work commitments – 27% 

General friends and family get together  – 42% 



We saw on the previous two slides that special events are both a motivator and a trigger – so we can go back to the 
preferred activities to see what sort of event we can pair with the food/wine and shopping weekend 

Preferred activities 

9% 

9% 

10% 

12% 

12% 

15% 

17% 

17% 

22% 

23% 

27% 

29% 

64% 

70% 

Exhibition

Food and/or wine event

Other natural attraction

Hot pools

Play / drama

Walking

Zoo or wildlife park

Vineyard/wine trail

Watching a sport

Museum or gallery

Live music

Beach

Food/wine at restaurants

Shopping



Whanganui 



Now imagine you’re Whanganui and you want to get more people 
interested in your region  

First thing you’d do with DGiT is define what you’re 
interested in … this is how I did it 

Destination 
Whanganui (think it is easy to get to but are not 
interested in going) 

Type of holiday 
Short or long break with kids, short or long break 
without kids 



DGiT would tell where the people currently live and the things that motivate them to travel 
domestically … when I looked at the motivations I immediately thought ‘discovering new things or 
places’ is something Whanganui could work with  

21% 

23% 

24% 

37% 

Who thinks they could get to us easily Motivations 

Visit friends or family 

Relax or escape from daily stress 

Discover new things or places 

Really connect with the friends 
and family you're travelling with 



If I thought ‘discovering new things or places’ was something we could deliver on then I could 
explore this a little more by adding a new filter 

Destination 
Whanganui (think it is easy to get to but are not 
interested in going) 

Type of holiday 
Short or long break with kids, short or long break 
without kids 

Motivation Discover new things or places 



DGiT tells us there is a reasonable market size if we did focus on discovering something new and 
different 

Potential number of trips per year Demographic profile 

Travelling with Travelling by When are activities decided on? 

68% 

32% 

Adults only Adults and
children

401,000 48% 
52% 

Male Female 27% 

29% 

24% 

21% 

65+

50-64

35-49

18-34

Overnight trips are taken by people seeking to discover 
something new and different and could easily get to Whanganui 

64% 36% 

BEFORE THERE 

89% 

11% 

Road Air



When looking at the type of activities the people who want to discover something new and different are 
interested in – there is a high level of interest in outdoor and walking activities … so I would start to think 
what have we got in that area that is new and different  

15% 

16% 

17% 

17% 

18% 

20% 

20% 

23% 

23% 

24% 

24% 

26% 

40% 

National park

Live music

Hot pools

Wildlife in their natural…

Hike or tramp

Zoo or wildlife park

Vineyard/wine trail

Food/wine at restaurants

Other natural attractions

Museum or gallery

Walking

Shopping

Beaches

Preferred activities Preferred paid accommodation 

18% 

20% 

28% 

46% Motel $100 to $249 per night 

Hotel $100 to $249 

Own accommodation in 
campground 

Motel less than $100 per 
night 



Looking at the triggers – seeing or hearing about something new or different is enough to get these 
people to book 

Triggers Media – reaching them to help them decide to go 

Specific friends and family event – 54% 

Cost of accommodation – 31% 

Seeing or hearing about an activity they’d like to do – 45% 

48% 
42% 41% 

33% 29% 

14% 10% 

Facebook Outdoor Pay TV Radio Non-pay TV YouTube Streamed
music

75% 

34% 32% 30% 
21% 21% 

Google Online travel
agent

Trip Advisor Regional
tourism sites

AA What's on

Media – converting them when they are planning Barriers 

Cheap deals on travel – 30% 

General friends and family get together – 45% 

Work commitments – 34% 

Commitments at home – 25% 



Central Otago 



This time imagine you’re Central Otago and you want to know where and how 
to promote the Rail Trail  

We can start with putting on two filters 

Type of activity Cycle trails 

Type of holiday Short or long break with kids, short or long break 
without kids 



Triggers Media – reaching them to help them decide to go 

Media – converting them when they are planning Barriers 

DGiT would tell us Facebook and outdoor (billboards, adshels) are the most effective 
advertising methods 

Attending specific friends and family event – 46% 

Cost of accommodation – 29% 

General friends and family get together – 40% 

46% 44% 

33% 
28% 

23% 

11% 

Facebook Outdoor Pay TV Radio Non-pay TV YouTube

74% 

28% 26% 22% 18% 17% 16% 13% 

Google Online
travel
agent

Trip
Advisor

Regional
tourism

sites

Airline What's
on

AA DOC

Seeing or hearing about something you’d like to do – 31% 

Work commitments – 24% 

Weather – 19% 

Commitments at home – 23% 

Cost of travel – 22% 

Specials or cheap deals on accommodation – 31% 



Where do those people interested in cycle trails live? Where do those people interested in cycle trails and Central Otago, live? 

The biggest market is Canterbury 

High interest Low interest 



DGiT would also tell us that the people interested in the Rail Trail are also interested in other 
outdoor activities 

10% 

10% 

11% 

13% 

14% 

15% 

18% 

18% 

21% 

32% 

35% 

Mountain biking

Food/wine at restaurants

Live music

Hot pools

Vineyard/wine trail

Wildlife

Other natural attractions

Beaches

National park

Hike or tramp

Walking

Other activities interested in Preferred paid accommodation 

12% 

12% 

15% 

17% 

19% 

22% 

37% Motel $100 to $249 per night 

Hotel $100 to $249 

Campground chalet or cabin 

Own accommodation in campground 

DOC campground or hut 

Someone else’s home or a room $100+ 

Motels less than $100 



DGiT would also tell us the potential market size and profile 

Potential number of trips per year Demographic profile 

Travelling with Travelling by How far in advance decide to go?  

79% 

21% 

Adults only Adults and
children

59% 
41% 

Male Female 23% 

35% 

35% 

8% 

65+

50-64

35-49

18-34

180,000 
Overnight trips are taken by people who have an interest in 

cycle trails and are either interested in going to Central Otago 
or can get there without hassle 

3% 

20% 23% 
32% 

13% 
8% 

1 wk or
less

2 wks 1 mth 2 or 3
mths

4 or 5
mths

6 or more
mths

74% 

26% 

Road Air



Final thoughts 



A couple of points to think about when you’re using DGiT 

When asking people about their preferences for each holiday 
type, we allowed them some flexibility – they could choose 
multiple destinations, different times of the year to travel, and 
different accommodation types. 
 
This gave us larger, more reliable, sample sizes for each analysis 
AND it doesn’t limit people to what they already know about a 
region.  HOWEVER it also throws up the occasional pairing you 
might think is odd.  For example, beaches might come up as a 
preferred activity for those wanting to go to Central Otago.  This 
doesn’t necessarily mean people want Lake Dunstan turned into a 
beach resort … it just means people who want to go to Central 
Otago are also interested in going to the beach.     
 
  



A couple of points to think about when you’re using DGiT 

In our experience it is better to have a tightly focused offer rather than try to appeal to too many people.  If your 
offer is broad, chances it is bland and people will drift to alternatives.  If your offer is tightly focused then it will 
appeal to the target and also draw others in. 
  


